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Services

Full-service integrated digital 
marketing
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Introductions

• We have vast experience of working with 

companies and organisations across many 

industries and parts of the UK

• Our deep understanding and sharp focus 

across digital marketing is what sets us apart 

from the competition, giving you comfort in 

knowing we are a true extension of your 

business.

• This is also why our internationally renowned 

clients stay with us year after year.
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Introductions

• We invest in relationships with businesses and brands looking to drive growth and 
succeed in what they do.

• Whatever your brief, we can mix and match our services to best suit your needs. Our 
services tell you all you need to know when looking for a truly integrated agency.

• PPC & Paid Social
• SEO & Content 
• PR & Organic Social 
• eCommerce Channels
• Analytics & Data
• Design & Creative
• Training & Qualifications

Channels
• eCommerce Sales
• Lead Generation
• Revenue Growth 
• Improved Profitability
• Customer Acquisition
• Brand Awareness
• Retention & Loyalty

Outcomes
• Strategy
• Search
• Shopping
• Social
• Skills

Services
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What is it? How do you apply it?



• Meta has made a huge deal about 
advantage plus, but a lot of it has been 
around for years, and just been relabelled

• Example 1:

Advantage+ audience

=

Audience expansions



Example 2:

Advantage+ placements

=

Automated placements



Advantage+ creative

• Found on ad level







Image template



Visual touch ups and Image filter

• Dangerous when dealing with 
graphics

• Risk of colours going off brand

• Could be useful when using non-
professional photography

• E.g. User generated content 
ads



Relevant comments

• Beware the platform determines 
what is “relevant”

• Could highlight negative 
comments by accident



Music

• Tends to be safer, instrumentals

• Likely to adjust to the user's taste

• Ads another element single image ads



Text improvements

• Experiments with your primary text, 
headlines and description

• Turn off is certain text is essential in 
certain areas.

• E.g. Headline has to be ‘50% OFF’



What is it? How do you apply it?



• Advantage+ shopping is valid for 
eCommerce businesses

• Essentially it automates a great 
amount of the shopping set up 
and targeting

• Found on campaign level 



Schedule individual ads

• In advantage+ shopping ads you can 
schedule individual ads.

• This has never before been an option. 
In the past you could only schedule 
whole campaigns or ad sets.

• This is extremely useful when you’re 
adding spike ads to existing 
campaigns and ad sets.



Advantage+ creative

• Advantage+ shopping offers a 
different selection of creative options

• This includes

• Dynamic description

• Music

• Dynamic media

• Info labels



Advantage+ creative

• Info labels include sale badges and 
other information pulled from the 
feed

• Dynamic media means the platform 
can switch between video and single 
image based the user’s preference





• Not the same as Ad scheduling, 
where you can choose the days and 
times

• Designed to help automate spike 
campaigns

• Found on ad set level



• Budgets can be increased by 
percentage and amount

• Period of increase selected

• Multiple spikes can be created



• By opting in for multi-advertiser 
ads, you essentially give the 
platform permission to advertise 
alongside other ads.

• Found on the ad level



• 1-day engaged view is a new attribution window

• Applies to video ads only

• Attributes conversions to skippable video ads 
when 97%+ or 10+ seconds is viewed

• Found on the ad level



• In the past you could separate location 
by ‘recently’ or ‘living in’

• Meta has now joined the two

• This means travellers may be included 
in audiences where you wish to target 
people living in a location



• Reach & Frequency ads is a campaign 
format where you reserve an audience 
instead of bidding

• The format has seen major changes over 
the last couple of years

• The campaigns only come in awareness 
and engagement format now

• Traffic has been removed



• Awareness performance goals are now:

• Maximise ThruPlay views

• Maximise reach of ads

• Maximise ad recall lift

• Engagement campaigns can only be optimised 
for ThruPlay views



Video format is compulsory for 
engagement campaigns



• Inventory filters have been updated

• Some exclusions are only available 
account wide, as opposed to 
campaign wide



• Beneficiary and payer information is 
required for ad sets with audiences in 
the European Union and is saved in Ad 
account settings

• This information will be publicly available 
in the Meta Ad Library for a year but not 
shown on any ads



• While the other social media platforms 
have offered server-side tracking as an 
option for a long time, LinkedIn has 
lagged behind

• As a result, performance has dropped

• The platform now offers the option to 
connect sources to stream vis 
Conversions API

• Brand new and untested



• Meta is now offering users in the EU, EEA and Switzerland 
the choice to pay a monthly subscription to use 
Facebook and Instagram without any ads

• Until March 1, 2024, the initial subscription covers all 
linked accounts in a user’s Accounts Center. However, 
beginning March 1, 2024, an additional fee of €6/month 
on the web and €8/month on iOS and Android will apply 
for each additional account listed in a user’s Account 
Center.



• The update has stopped people from being 
able to advertise

• The limitation does have some conditions, 
however the loopholes aren’t realistic for 
most advertisers – especially agencies



•

•

•

•

•





Digital Services Act (DSA)

• The DSA is a groundbreaking law that will 
apply to any digital operation serving the EU, 
forcing them to be legally accountable for 
everything from fake news to manipulation of 
shoppers, Russian propaganda and criminal 
activity including child abuse.



The impact

• Platforms will be obliged to combat the sale of 
illegal products and services

• New measures are designed to crack down on 
illegal content

• Platforms will be prohibited from targeting children 
with advertising based on their personal data or 
cookies.

• Social media companies will not be able to use 
sensitive personal data including race, gender 
and religion to target users with adverts.



Ban on “dark patterns”

• This rule is set up to protect users by stopping  “everyday interfaces 
used to manipulate users into buying things they don’t need or want”

• An audit of 399 online shops by the commission and national consumer 
authorities this year found that 40% relied on “manipulative practices to 
exploit consumers’ vulnerabilities or trick them”.

Tricks found included:

• Fake countdown timers

• Fake deadlines

• “Hiding” important information such as delivery costs or the availability 
of a cheaper option

• Manipulation of consumers into entering a subscription
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